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This article identifies frequently encountered misleading or deceptive accounting practices, discusses
the legal responsibilities of attorneys representing a company to detect and deal with accounting
irregularities, and suggests measures attorneys and companies can adopt to detect misconduct at an
early stage and address the financial misconduct before it becomes catastrophic.

L

ax accounting and business practices in the late
1990s and early 2000s were the catalyst for
significant legal changes to prevent future financial misconduct. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
(“SOX”) enhanced financial reporting requirements,
created new criminal penalties for fraudulent financial
reporting, and imposed stricter legal responsibilities
on those in a position to detect financial misconduct.1
However, financial misconduct is like water seeking the weakest point in a dam, persistent and very
damaging when it locates a susceptible environment.
Bernard Madoff used fraudulent financial reports to
mislead investors2 and an outsourcing firm in India recently acknowledged misreporting earnings and assets
by up to $1 billion.3
The consequences of financial misconduct can severely impact a company and frequently result in additional business costs, litigation expenses, and fines
and penalties associated with government investigations. Additional business costs may arise from defaults in debt and financing agreements that are tied
to financial performance and litigation expenses, including shareholder lawsuits for issuing financial re-

ports that mislead investors. In addition, regulatory
agencies may fine a company, its officers, attorneys
and employees for making or certifying misleading
financial statements. This article identifies frequently
encountered misleading or deceptive accounting practices, discusses the legal responsibilities of attorneys
representing a company to detect and deal with accounting irregularities, and suggests measures attorneys and companies can adopt to detect misconduct
at an early stage and address the financial misconduct
before it becomes catastrophic.

OVERVIEW OF ACCOUNTING RULES
The collection, preparation and presentation of
accounting information is subject to various methods
and standards. In the United States, these methods
and standards are known as Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) and represent the accounting rules a company follows to record financial
information such as revenues, expenses, assets, and liabilities.4 GAAP provides standard accounting rules
companies follow to provide shareholders, directors,
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corporate managers, potential investors and regulatory agencies with information relating to a company’s financial performance. Under GAAP, companies
have some degree of flexibility to determine the timing and method of recording revenues and expenses,
and the method used to value assets and liabilities.
The Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”) requires a company to follow GAAP when reporting
financial information.5
GAAP consists of cost, revenue, matching and
disclosure principles. Under the cost principle,
GAAP may permit a company to record the cost of an
asset at its acquisition cost or at the asset’s current fair
market value. Revenue under GAAP is generally reported when it is realized and earned (i.e., accrual basis of accounting) but not necessarily when payment
is received. The matching principle requires revenue
and expense to be recognized at the same time. If an
expense cannot be matched to revenue, the expense
is immediately recorded in a company’s financial reports. The disclosure principle requires a company to
provide information in its financial reports to assist in
the understanding of the reports. Events that might be
considered under the disclosure requirement include
lawsuits, pending tax audits and expansion plans that
could affect a company’s financial position.
	Understanding the purpose and limitations of
GAAP is the first step in managing the legal risks
associated with financial information and financial
statements.

IDENTIFYING FINANCIAL MISCONDUCT IN
FINANCIAL REPORTS
Careful examination of a company’s financial
reports can provide indications as to whether financial misconduct has occurred in a company. However, not all inconsistencies in financial information
are the result of misconduct. The flexibility and discretion associated with the preparation and presentation of financials in accordance with GAAP need to
be considered and weighed. When the interpretation
and application of GAAP principles exceeds permissible discretion, it runs the risk of creating the opportunity for manipulating the cost, revenue, matching
and disclosures principles to manage financial results.
A brief discussion of common areas of manipulation
follows.
188

Accelerating Revenue
	A company may be entitled to accelerate revenue to boost its reported profits in financial reports.
GAAP requires a company to record revenue when
it is realized and earned, but a company in disregard
of GAAP could accelerate the recognition of revenue
and thereby boost its earnings. A company recognizes revenue when:
•

There is evidence of a contract or transaction;

•

The seller performs the service or delivers the
product;

•

The seller’s price is fixed and determinable; and

•

The seller reasonably expects collection of payment from the buyer.6

	Allegations of improperly accelerating revenue
resulted in General Electric Company (“GE”) paying
$50 million to the SEC to settle charges of accounting fraud.7 In the fourth quarters of 2002 and 2003,
GE sold locomotives to intermediaries who agreed
to sell the locomotives to GE’s railroad customers in
the first quarters of the subsequent years. The SEC
supported its charge that GE improperly accelerated
$370 million in revenue from the locomotive sales in
the fourth quarters of 2002 and 2003 because GE continued to pay the storage costs and insurance on the
locomotives sold to the intermediaries.8
	Indications that a company is accelerating revenue include the following:
•

A sudden change in a company’s revenue recognition policies;

•

Unexplained increases in profit;

•

Increases in sales without a corresponding increase in cash;

•

Sales, revenues or accounts receivable balances
that are high or suddenly increasing;

•

Large or unusual sales transactions occurring
shortly before the end of the reporting period;

•

Large amounts of returns or credits after the close
of the reporting period; and

•

Increases in revenue without a corresponding in-
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crease in costs or offsetting increase in accounts
receivable.

Channel Stuffing
Channel stuffing is the practice of offering customer discounts, extended payment terms, generous
return policies or other concessions to induce the sale
of products in the current reporting period. The products most likely would not have been sold until later
reporting periods without the favorable concessions.
In 2006, McAfee, Inc. (“McAfee”) paid the SEC
$50 million to settle charges that it overstated revenue
and earnings from 1998 through 2000 by $622 million.9 As alleged by the SEC, McAfee sold software
licenses to distributors in excess of amounts ordered.
In return for purchasing excess software licenses and
not returning them to McAfee, McAfee allegedly
gave the distributors discounts, cash payments and
rebates. The SEC charged McAfee with overstating
revenue and failing to disclose in its financial reports
the concessions given to its distributors to buy excess
software licenses.10
Channel stuffing can be identified in financial reports by looking for an increase in shipments at or
near the end of the seller’s accounting period.

Bill and Hold Transactions
	In a bill and hold situation, the selling company
records revenue from goods sold, but the buyer asks
the selling company to delay shipment. The selling company might alternatively ship the goods to a
warehouse for storage until the buyer is ready to accept delivery of the goods.
GAAP permits a selling company to record revenue under a bill and hold transaction if the following
conditions are satisfied:
•

The risks of ownership must have passed to the
buyer;

•

The buyer must have made a fixed commitment
to purchase the goods, preferably in written documentation;

•

The buyer must request that the transaction be on
a bill and hold basis;

•

The buyer must have a substantial business purpose for ordering the goods on a bill and hold basis;

•

There must be a fixed delivery schedule of the
goods;

•

The delivery date must be reasonable and must be
consistent with the buyer’s business purpose;

•

The selling company must not have further performance obligations to delay completion of the
sale;

•

The ordered goods must be separated from the
selling company’s inventory and not used to fill
other orders; and

•

The goods must be complete and ready for shipment.11

The SEC charged corporate executives of AstroPower, Inc. (“AstroPower”) with recognizing $1.25
million in revenue generated by improper bill and
hold transactions.12 The SEC alleged that at the end
of the third quarter of 2002, AstroPower sold two solar systems to a customer for $1.25 million, but the
customer did not take delivery of the solar systems
until after the third quarter of 2002. Also, the purchase price of the solar systems was contingent upon
the customer receiving rebates from the government
for installing energy-efficient solar systems.
	AstroPower allegedly provided the customer
extended payment terms and agreed to store the solar systems at a warehouse until the customer was
ready to take delivery. The SEC claimed AstroPower
improperly recorded the $1.25 million in the third
quarter of 2002 because AstroPower, rather than the
customer, initiated the bill and hold transaction, the
purchase price was not established by the end of third
quarter of 2002, the parties had not agreed upon a
fixed delivery date and AstroPower retained ownership over the solar systems until delivery to the customer in the first quarter of 2003.13
	Indicators of an improper bill and hold transaction might include excessive shipments made to warehouses rather than a buyer’s regular address, shipping
information missing on invoices or high shipping
costs at the end of the selling company’s accounting
period.
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Prepayments

Long-Term Projects

	Under applicable accounting standards, a selling
company should not record revenue until the seller
substantially delivers the product or provides the service. Such premature recording of revenue results
in a distortion of financial results. GAAP requires
magazine publishers, airlines, cruise lines and other
companies that collect prepayments to record revenue
when the good is delivered or the service is provided. For example, a magazine publisher that sells an
annual subscription to its weekly magazine for $26
should record revenue at $0.50 per week for each
subscription ($26/52 weeks per year). The magazine
publisher can not record the full $26 at the time of
prepayment.
In 2004, the SEC filed a suit charging corporate
executives of US Foodservice, Inc. (“USF”) with securities fraud and insider trading.14 As alleged by the
SEC, USF entered into an agreement with suppliers
to pay the full wholesale price for a product in exchange for rebates from the suppliers on future purchases. Suppliers prepaid the rebates to USF but the
SEC claimed USF improperly recorded the revenue
from the prepayments before they were earned over
time.15
	Improper prepayments occur when payments are
taken in advance before services are performed or the
product is delivered.

	Accounting rules provide for two methods to record revenue from services provided or projects built
over a long-term (i) the completed-contract method,
and (ii) the percentage of completion method. Under
the completed-contract method, revenue is recorded
upon the completion or substantial completion of the
contract.18 The completed-contract method is used
when the contractor cannot estimate with certainty
the total cost of the project.
The percentage of completion method permits recording revenue before the completion of a project if
the following requirements are met:

Recording Revenue from Related Service
Agreements
Revenue allocation can be an issue if the buyer
and seller are related and enter into a service agreement. The seller could book all of the revenue from
the related service agreement all in one year rather
than over time as the services are performed. The
SEC charged Informix Corporation (“Informix”) with
improperly recognizing revenue from maintenance
contracts as revenue generated from leasing licenses.16 The SEC investigation resulted in allegations
that Informix employees recorded the renewal of
software maintenance contracts totaling $11.2 million
as license renewals that inflated Informix’s quarterly
profit.17
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•

The percentage of the work completed can be
reasonably estimated;

•

A company is likely to complete the contract; and

•

There is no important uncertainty about the contract.19

The SEC charged corporate executives of Analytical Surveys, Inc. (“ASI”) with improperly recognizing revenue on long-term contracts.20 ASI provided
computerized mapping systems to customers under
long-term contracts and recognized revenue using the
percentage of completion method. The SEC alleged
that ASI improperly recognized revenue on long-term
contracts by directing employees to reallocate direct
costs to indirect or overhead costs, shift direct costs to
other contracts and lower estimates of direct costs.21

Delaying Expenses
	In certain circumstances, a company can immediately expense a cost or delay expensing the cost into
future years (i.e., capitalizing the cost). Delaying
costs into future years will boost earnings in the current year.
The SEC charged corporate executives of Buca,
Inc. (“Buca”) with overstating revenues from 2000 to
2004 by improperly capitalizing nearly $12 million
in expenses.22 The SEC investigation alleged Buca
capitalized the expenses for an annual conference of
employees. Buca allegedly had vendors make contributions to fund the annual conference with the understanding that the vendors would later include the
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amount contributed to the annual conference in bills
for services (e.g., construction and information technology services) provided to Buca. Because the contributions for the annual conference were included in
invoices for services, Buca capitalized the expense of
the annual conference.23 The SEC also charged Buca
with improperly capitalizing repair, maintenance,
general and administrative expenses that should have
been immediately expensed.24
To identify the improper delay of expenses into
future years, look for large deferral of expenses.

Accelerating Expenses
To improve future earnings, a company might
front-load expenses rather than delay expenses into
future years. These are commonly referred to as “big
bath” losses and occur when a company allocates expenses to a quarter or other reporting period when a
company would record a loss in any case. From a
company’s perspective, it may be better to have a bad
quarter than several mediocre quarters. Also, a company can show that it rebounded from a quarter in
which it recorded huge losses. In subsequent periods,
expenses will be down and earnings will be higher.
The SEC charged Sunbeam Corporation (“Sunbeam”) with accounting fraud including taking a
“big bath” charge to pad a $337.6 million restructuring charge.25 For the year ended 1996, Sunbeam’s
corporate executives were charged with padding the
restructuring charge with at least $35 million in improper restructuring charges, excessive write-downs
and premature recognition of expenses. The SEC
claimed the excessive restructuring charges taken
at the end of 1996 also distorted financial reports in
1997.26
To identify big bath charges, search prior financial reports for large one-time losses in the past or
for patterns where a company has significant losses
in one period but reports higher earnings in the next
period.

Improper Reduction of Selling, General and
Administrative Expenses (“SG&A”)
SG&A expenses include the cost of supporting
a sales force, marketing expenses, salaries and legal
and auditing fees. Rising SG&A expenses may signal

that a company is not controlling costs. A company
has an incentive to report reduced SG&A expenses to
boost revenue and show a company is growing. For
example, a company can use the flexibility GAAP
provides to report that a profit of $1 million was due
to reduced SG&A expenses. If in fact the $1 million
profit was due to an unexpected one-time gain, the
flexibility of GAAP permits a company to distort the
source of the $1 million profit. Showing that a company reduced SG&A expenses by $1 million indicates
a company reduced costs and became more efficient.
In reality, the gain was unexpected and unrelated to
reduced SG&A expenses.
The SEC charged Tyco International Ltd.
(“Tyco”) and its auditor with using SG&A expenses to offset an unexpected charge that would impact
Tyco’s financial results.27 To offset an unexpected
compensation charge of $40 million due to corporate
executives exercising stock options, Tyco allegedly
reduced SG&A expenses by $40 million. As reflected
in the SEC investigation, reducing SG&A expenses
by $40 million permitted Tyco to offset the compensation charge without disclosing the $40 million paid
to corporate executives.28
To identify improper reduction of SG&A expenses, look for significant changes in the SG&A expenses compared to prior years. A reduction of SG&A
expenses in the current year to half of that in the preceding year would be suspicious. A company should
be able to explain the change in SG&A expenses and
categorize the SG&A expenses (i.e., salaries, marketing, legal, etc.).

Overstating Inventory to Increase Profit
Inventory is the key component in determining
a company’s cost of making products. A company’s
cost is called Cost of Goods Sold (“COGS”). COGS
are subtracted from revenue to determine a company’s
gross profit. Generally, as inventory rises, the COGS
fall. For a current accounting period, a company has
the incentive to overstate inventory to reduce COGS
and thereby enhance revenue.
In 2008, the SEC charged The Penn Traffic Company (“Penn Traffic”), a supermarket operator and
wholesale food distributor, with overstating its profit
by more than $7 million.29 As alleged by the SEC, an
executive of Penn Traffic’s wholly-owned subsidiary
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directed employees to overstate inventory and thereby improve the subsidiary’s financial performance.
Penn Traffic allegedly overstated revenue by including the subsidiary’s revenue in its consolidated financial reports.30
	Indicators of improper treatment of inventory include inventory rising faster than actual sales, falling
shipping costs while the total inventory has increased
and sudden increases in inventory at the end of a company’s accounting period.

Off-Balance Sheet Accounting
	Off-balance sheet accounting generally includes
the use of special purpose entities (“SPEs”), which
are separate legal entities owned by a parent company
and an independent outside investor. SPEs have been
used to remove assets, liabilities, income or expenses
from a company’s financial reports. U.S. law requires
a company to disclose all material off-balance sheet
transactions, arrangements and obligations in financial reports.31 The disclosure prevents the use of
SPEs to hide earnings or losses.
	In 2002, the SEC brought an enforcement action against The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.
(“PNC”) for failing to disclose in its financial reports
SPEs used by PNC to hold investments generating
losses.32 Recently, Biovail Corporation, a Canadian
pharmaceutical company traded on the New York
stock exchange, paid the SEC $10 million to settle
charges of accounting fraud including the use of SPEs
in the years 2001 and 2002 to remove from its financial reports $47 million in research and development
expenses.33

Pro Forma Reports
Pro forma reports are financial reports generally
following GAAP but exclude unusual and nonrecurring transactions. These reports can be used to divert
attention away from lower earnings reported in official financial reports.
	In 2002, the SEC charged Trump Hotels & Casino Resorts, Inc. (“THCR”) with announcing pro
forma earnings that suggested THCR exceeded its
earnings expectations through efficiency gains.34
THCR recorded a one-time $17.2 million gain due
to a payment from a lease termination but in its pro
192

forma earnings, THCR allegedly failed to disclose the
one-time gain.35
The SEC also charged corporate executives of
Ashford.com, Inc. (“Ashford”) with misstating pro
forma results by changing the classification of expenses without disclosing the change in pro forma
reports.36 Ashford allegedly changed its method accounting to immediately expense marketing expenses
rather than capitalize and amortize the expenses. The
SEC claimed that the change in accounting for the
marketing expenses reduced Ashford’s expected pro
forma loss to $0.30 per share when analysts expected
a loss of $0.31 per share.37
The SEC adopted rules in 2003 to regulate the
use of pro forma reports and the disclosure of information regarding pro forma reports.38 The SEC rules
require pro forma reports to include a directly comparable measure from the official financial reports.39
Improper use of pro forma reports can be identified
by large differences between pro forma and GAAP
earnings.

Understating Bad Debts
Bad debts constitute the portion of money owed
to a company that can no longer be collected. GAAP
generally requires bad debts to be immediately expensed.40 A company understating bad debts will
overstate income in the current year, while reported
income in future years will be reduced when the bad
debts are eventually written off.
	ConAgra Foods, Inc. (“ConAgra”) paid $45 million to the SEC in 2007 to settle charges of accounting fraud including the failure to record a bad debt
expense.41 To meet financial targets, a subsidiary of
ConAgra was charged with improperly reducing its
bad debt reserves by $7 million. ConAgra included
the subsidiary’s overstated earnings in its consolidated financial reports. The understatement of bad debts
by the subsidiary allegedly resulted in ConAgra overstating its consolidated gross income by $7 million.42
To identify financial issues related to an understatement of bad debts, evaluate the quality of the
amounts owed to a company by its customers. Compare the amounts that are current, past due 30 days, 50
days, etc., to determine if there is any inconsistency.
For example, amounts that are currently due should
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have a lower occurrence of nonpayment as compared to amounts that are 90 days or 120 days past
due. Also, a company should use a consistent method
to account for bad debts. Sudden changes in the assumptions used to determine the amount of bad debts
or a large increase in sales without a corresponding
increase in bad debts could signal a company is understating bad debts.

Changing Accounting Methods or
Assumptions
	A company generally uses a consistent method to
account for revenue or expenses but changes in accounting methods or assumptions can be made for
legitimate reasons. When the accounting methods or
assumptions change, a company should disclose the
reasons for the change in financial reports.
A notable example of a failure to properly disclose a change in accounting methods resulted in
Xerox Corporation (“Xerox”) paying $10 million to
the SEC to settle charges of accounting fraud including the failure to disclose changes in the accounting
method used to report revenue from financing agreements and service revenue.43 The change in accounting method increased revenue by $2.8 billion from
1997 to 2000 but Xerox was charged with failing to
disclose in its financial reports that increased revenue
resulted from changes in the accounting method.44

Disclosures Made in Financial Reports
The SEC can bring a civil action or penalize a
company for omitting or misstating material information in a financial report. An omission or misstatement of an item in a financial report is material if it
is probable that a reasonable person relying upon the
report would have been influenced by the inclusion or
correction of the item.45 The SEC applies an informal
rule where an omission or misstatement is material if
it is five percent or more of a specific measurement
such as revenue, profit, expenses, etc.46
	Disclosures are made in the Management and
Discussion Analysis (“MD&A”) section of the financial report. The MD&A describes a company’s mission, activities, programs, financial performance, systems, controls, legal compliance, financial position
and financial condition. It also discusses the future

risks to a company and actions taken or planned to
address the future risks. The SEC issued guidance regarding the MD&A section to make it easier to read,
provide more information relating to a company’s
performance, require accurate disclosure of current
assets and liabilities, and estimate the cost or benefits
of future events or actions.47
Bank of America Corporation (“Bank of America”) recently agreed to pay $33 million to the SEC to
settle charges that it failed to disclose bonus payments
it agreed to pay Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (“Merrill”)
executives.48 In materials sent to shareholders to approve the merger between Bank of America and Merrill, the SEC claimed Bank of America stated that
Merrill agreed it would not pay bonuses to Merrill
executives prior to closing the merger without Bank
of America’s consent. However, Bank of America allegedly failed to disclose that it contractually authorized Merrill to pay up to $5.8 billion in bonuses to
Merrill executives for 2008.49
	Disclosures made in the MD&A should address
the following questions:
•

Are all important or significant company events
or actions disclosed?

•

Will investors understand the disclosures in the
MD&A?

•

Does a company explain pending litigation or
negative performance?

•

Have the impact of environmental and contingent
liabilities been disclosed?

•

Does a company explain how it is affected by
current economic conditions?

•

Is a company affected by changes in credit markets?

•

How are customers affected by the credit market?

•

Are there any trends affecting a company’s recognition of revenue such as a sudden increase in
sales at the end of the year?

•

How does a company explain one-time or isolated events affecting a company’s performance?

•

Which segments of a company’s business have
a disproportionate impact on a company’s revenue?
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Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 48 (“FIN 48”)
FIN 48 requires disclosure of a company’s tax
and accounting strategy.50 No disclosure is required
if a company reasonably believes that there is more
than a 50 percent likelihood that an Internal Revenue
Service (“IRS”) agent would approve of a company’s
tax and accounting strategy.51 A company may be required to record an estimated liability on its financial
reports to account for the FIN 48 disclosure.
For example, a company, after purchasing a business line, decides to write-off the payment to the seller for goodwill rather than amortizing the goodwill
payment. If it is not more than 50 percent likely that
an IRS agent would approve of a company’s decision to accelerate the expense, then a company would
need to disclose its accounting strategy and record a
potential liability on its financial reports.

Circular or Wash Transactions
A circular or wash transaction, otherwise known
as “round tripping,” occurs between companies that
engage in a formal transaction but in substance, the
transaction provides no benefit to either company.
Instead, the companies benefit in other ways such as
showing higher reported sales in financial reports.
The SEC charged the corporate executives of
Suprema Specialties, Inc. (“Suprema”) for engaging in “round-tripping” transactions that allegedly
generated $700 million in fictitious sales revenues
from 1998 through February 2002.52 As alleged by
the SEC, Suprema, one of its customers and one of
its vendors would enter into round-tripping transactions by creating false paperwork to show a purported
sale of products from Suprema to the customer. The
customer then would “sell” the products to the vendor and the vendor would “sell” the products back to
Suprema. All three parties wrote checks to show purported payments. Suprema allegedly paid the vendor
a kick-back or a commission for its role in the transaction. On June 25, 2009, the corporate executives
of Suprema agreed to disgorge $3.8 million in profits
and pay $1.2 million in pre-judgment interest to the
SEC.53
To identify financial misconduct due to circular
or wash transactions, evaluate whether loans to cus194

tomers are legitimate and the chances that the customer will repay the loans. Also, transactions with a
company related to the seller could indicate a circular
transaction.

Sales to Straw Entities and Fictitious Contracts
Sales to straw entities arise from creating fictitious orders or contracts for existing or fictitious customers. False contracts or other documents are prepared that support the existence of a sale or service
rendered. Indicators of sales to straw entities and
fictitious contracts include customers with unknown
names or addresses, a decrease in shipping costs compared to sales, significant revenue adjustments at the
end of the accounting period or unexpected increases
in sales.

LEGAL LIABILITY FOR ATTORNEYS
An attorney appearing or practicing before the
SEC is subject to SEC rules,54 and the SEC can hold
an attorney responsible for participating in corporate
financial misconduct. Participating in the submission
of reports, 10-K filings or 10-Q filings to the SEC is
enough for the SEC to bring enforcement proceedings
against an attorney. The SEC could view an attorney
as a decision-maker or gatekeeper rather than just as
an attorney providing legal advice to a company.
An attorney directly or indirectly benefiting from
financial misconduct such as reporting inflated earnings and thereby enabling the attorney to receive
additional compensation (i.e., stock options, bonus,
additional retirements benefits, etc.) could be considered a decision maker and be subject to SEC enforcement actions. There is no clear test or set of factors
to determine when the SEC will bring enforcement
actions against an attorney. Also, there is no bright
line test to determine when an attorney is acting as a
decision maker rather than as a legal advisor.
	Previous SEC enforcement actions against attorneys include:
•

Corporate and general counsels involved in backdating stock-option grants;55

•

General counsels failing to disclose material in-
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formation regarding a company’s strategy and
performance in financial reports filed with the
SEC;56 and
•

General counsels preparing documents supporting a company’s financial misconduct.57

	An attorney found to be in violation of SEC rules
could be forced to disgorge profits earned by engaging in the financial misconduct, pay civil penalties or
be suspended from practice before the SEC.

SUGGESTED PRACTICES FOR ATTORNEYS AND COMPANIES TO DETECT
FINANCIAL MISCONDUCT
Corporate counsels or attorneys working with
a company to review financial reports must comply
with ethical and legal obligations when financial misconduct is discovered. The ethical and legal obligations include proper application of the attorney-client
privilege, protecting documents under the work product doctrine and understanding legal obligations upon
discovery of financial misconduct.

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE
An initial consideration for any attorney when financial misconduct is detected is the attorney-client
privilege. An attorney cannot reveal a client’s confidential information relating to the representation.58
The attorney-client privilege applies if:
•

There is an attorney-client relationship;

•

The communication involves legal advice; and

•

The communication is made and kept in confidence.

Identifying the Client
An attorney representing or working for a corporate client should also determine which employees
of a company constitute “the client” for purposes of
applying the attorney-client privilege. There are two
concepts that courts use to determine which employees an attorney may communicate with in a privileged
context:

•

Under the “control group test,” only those conversations between corporate counsels and a
company’s controlling executives and managers
are eligible for protection.59

•

Under the “subject matter test,” employees with
pertinent information regarding the subject matter are deemed to be the client irrespective of
their position within a company.60

	Courts vary on applying the “control group test”
and “subject matter test.” An attorney should be
aware of the test used by courts in the applicable jurisdiction to determine which employees of a company include the client for purposes of privileged communications.

Providing Legal or Business Advice
	An attorney for purposes of the attorney-client
privilege includes a company’s corporate counsel and
outside counsel.61 When an attorney representing a
company acts in a business capacity, the communication between the attorney and the employees are most
likely not privileged. In addition, the attorney-client
privilege might not apply to communications with
both business and legal components. For example,
emails between a corporate counsel and employees
discussing both legal and business issues might not
have the protection of the attorney-client privilege.
	A federal district court recently ruled the attorneyclient privilege applies when the primary purpose of
a mixed legal and business communication is legal.62
In Vioxx, Merck & Co. Inc. (“Merck”) asserted the
attorney-client privilege over 30,000 documents, most
of which were emails. Merck claimed that due to extensive government regulation of its drug manufacturing operations, the attorney-client privilege applied
to virtually all of its communications with legal and
non-legal departments. The court in Vioxx held that to
establish the attorney-client privilege over communications with mixed business and legal advice, the primary purpose of the communication must be legal.63
Also, the court indicated the communication should be
sent in a method that retains its legal purpose.64
	Under the primary purpose test, the attorney’s
role in the communication must primarily be for legal
purposes. The presence of attorneys or non-attorneys
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in a communication does not determine whether the
attorney-client privilege applies. Also, an attorney’s
involvement in a business transaction does not necessarily mean the communication is protected under
the attorney-client privilege. Communications sent
simultaneously to both attorneys and non-attorneys
could lose the protection of the attorney-client privilege. Maintaining the attorney-client privilege over
mixed business and legal communications requires
the primary purpose of the message to be legal, and
the method of distribution to be limited to the attorney and non-attorneys who need the legal advice or
who are involved in the legal matter.
	Other federal courts are adopting the primary
purpose test from Vioxx. The federal district court for
the Middle District of Florida followed the “primary
purpose” test to hold that communications were not
protected under the attorney-client privilege.65 In
Seroquel, the court held the attorney-client privilege
does not apply to communications between attorneys
and non-attorney employees for drafts of technological, science, public relations or marketing materials a
company published because the advice was not primarily legal advice.66 However, the court held the
attorney-client privilege applies to any actual legal
advice provided as part of the drafting process.67
The attorney-client privilege protects communications with a mixed business and legal purpose if the
primary purpose of the communication is legal and
distributed only to those non-attorneys who need the
legal advice or are involved in the legal matter. The
attorney-client privilege should apply to legal advice
written on drafts of financial reports so long as the
drafts are distributed to non-attorneys who need the
legal advice.
For example, when reviewing drafts of the financial reports, the corporate counsel sends an email to
the Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”) noting a discrepancy in the financial reports because a company’s accounts receivables are growing at a faster rate than
company’s cash flows. The corporate counsel is concerned that a company is engaging in “channel stuffing.” The CFO responds to the email and states a customer with a good credit rating made a large purchase
on credit at the end of a company’s year. The email
communication could be viewed as business communication rather than primarily legal advice and the
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attorney-client privilege would not apply to protect
the email.68

Waiving the Attorney-Client Privilege
	Communication with a primary legal purpose
sent to employees or other parties not involved in the
legal matter could waive the attorney-client privilege.
For example, in response to the corporate counsel’s
email regarding possible financial misconduct, the
CFO includes a company sales representative in the
response to the corporate counsel. The addition of
the sales representative to the email could waive the
attorney-client privilege if the sales representative is
not involved in the legal matter or is not within the
scope of the legal advice.

Preserving the Privilege
	An attorney can show that the primary purpose of
a communication between the attorney and employee
is for legal advice and protected under the attorneyclient privilege. The attorney or employee might
mark written communications for legal purposes as
follows:
•

“Requests for facts so that legal advice can be
given.”

•

“For the purpose of receiving legal advice.”

•

“Privileged and confidential.”

Also, the attorney should make an official record
noting when legal advice to a company is provided
and raise the legal purpose of communications. To
protect against waiver of the attorney-client privilege,
the attorney should document the reason each person
is receiving the communication. This could prevent
waiver due to disclosure to employees not within the
scope of the attorney-client privilege.
	When communicating with employees on legal
matters, a corporate attorney should:
•

Use an official legal title such as attorney or corporate counsel but should not use a non-legal title
such as Vice President;

•

Separate legal and business issues in communications; and
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•

Send communication regarding legal matters
only to employees who requested the legal advice
or are involved with the legal issue.

WORK PRODUCT DOCTRINE
An attorney’s work product prepared in anticipation of litigation is privileged unless the party seeking
discovery has substantial need of the materials or is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial
equivalent of the materials by other means.69 Work
product includes the mental impressions, conclusions,
opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a party concerning litigation. Waiver of
the work product doctrine occurs in a similar manner
to the wavier of the attorney-client privilege.
To protect documents under the work product doctrine, attorneys should mark the documents for legal
purposes as follows:
•

“Attorney work product.”

•

“For the purpose of receiving legal advice.”

•

“Privileged and confidential.”

Similar to protecting communications from waiver of the attorney-client privilege, corporate counsels
should document why each recipient needs to receive
the work product and use separate documents to address legal and business matters.

ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS UPON DISCOVERY OF FINANCIAL MISCONDUCT
Ethical Obligations Under SEC Rules
The SEC adopted rules to establish minimum
standards of professional conduct for attorneys appearing and practicing before the SEC.70 SEC rules
require attorneys for public companies to report evidence of material violations of securities laws or other
breaches of fiduciary duties to the corporation’s chief
legal officer (“CLO”) or the chief executive officer
(“CEO”).71 A company may establish a committee
of outside directors, known as the “Qualified Legal
Compliance Committee” (“QLCC”), to which the at-

torney may report instead of the CLO or CEO.72
An attorney making a report to a QLCC does not
have to determine the appropriateness of the QLCC’s
response and is relieved from taking further reporting action.73 If disclosure is made to the CLO or
CEO and neither individual provides an appropriate
response to the attorney’s report, the attorney must
report the evidence to a company’s audit board or
other appropriate committee of a company’s board
of directors.74
	Also, an attorney of a public company may have
the option to reveal to the SEC confidential information to:
•

Prevent a material violation of laws that is likely
to cause substantial injury to the financial interest
or property of a company;

•

Prevent the commission of perjury; or

•

Rectify the consequences of a material violation
of laws that causes or may cause substantial injury to the financial interest or property of a company.75

The SEC also proposes two alternative rules for
attorneys to make disclosures when the CLO or CEO
does not provide an appropriate response to the attorney’s report. Under the first alternative, the attorney
must withdraw from representation of a company or
disaffirm an opinion and notify the SEC of the action
taken.76 The CLO must inform any new attorney of
the previous attorney’s withdrawal.77
The second alternative requires the attorney to
provide written notification that the attorney reasonably believes that the CLO or CEO have not provided
an appropriate response to the attorney’s report in a
reasonable time.78 The CLO would be required to
report the attorney’s written notification to the SEC
within two business days of receiving the notice.79

Ethical Obligations Under the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct
	An attorney is required to report within a company a violation of a legal obligation to a company or
a violation of law that is likely to result in substantial
injury to a company, unless the attorney reasonably
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believes that it is not in the best interest of a company to report the violation.80 If a company’s highest
authority (i.e., CLO or CEO) insists upon a course
of conduct that is a clear violation of law and the attorney reasonably believes that the violation will result in substantial injury to a company, the attorney is
permitted to disclose confidential information to the
extent reasonably necessary to prevent substantial injury to a company.81
In addition to disclosure of confidential information, an attorney must withdraw from representation
of a company when:
•

The representation will result in a violation of the
rules of professional conduct or other law;

•

The attorney’s physical or mental condition materially impairs the attorney’s ability to represent
the client; or

•

The attorney is discharged.82

	An attorney is permitted to withdraw if the client persists in a course of action involving the attorney’s services that the attorney reasonably believes
is criminal or fraudulent.83 Mandatory withdrawal is
required when the attorney is acting to further the illegal conduct of a company, while permissive withdrawal is appropriate when the client is engaging in
illegal conduct but the attorney is not acting to further
the illegal conduct.

Comparing the SEC Rules and Model Rules of
Professional Conduct

SEC Rules

Example to Compare Application of the SEC
Rules and Model Rules of Professional
Conduct
While reviewing drafts of financial reports prepared for a company’s annual 10-K filing with the
SEC, a company’s corporate counsel discovers the
existence of off-balance sheet entities a company is
using to hide losses. Under the SEC rules, the corporate counsel would be required to report the financial misconduct to a company’s CLO or CEO, while
under the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the
corporate counsel could also report the financial misconduct to the CFO in addition to the CLO and CEO.
	If the CLO or CEO does not provide an appropriate response to the corporate counsel’s report, SEC
rules permit disclosure of confidential information to
the SEC about the use of off-balance sheet entities to
hide company losses. Under the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the corporate counsel would only
be required to disclose confidential information to the
SEC or other third parties if counsel’s services were
used to commit a crime or fraud. Because the corporate counsel must sign the 10-K report to be filed with
the SEC, counsel’s services would be used to hide
losses in off-balance sheet entities and the corporate
counsel would be required to disclose the violation to
the SEC.
Finally, the Model Rules of Professional Conduct
require the corporate counsel to withdraw from representation of a company because counsel’s services
would be used to file a false 10-K with the SEC. The
proposed SEC rules would also require the corporate

Model Rules of Professional Conduct

Requires reporting up of violation to CLO, CEO, au- Requires reporting up to a “higher authority” and
dit committee or QLCC if in place.
possibly the “highest authority” as required by law.
Disclosure of confidential information for “reporting Disclosure of confidential information for “reporting
out” is permitted even if the attorney’s services are out” is mandatory only if the attorney’s services are
used or not used in a crime or fraud.
used in a crime or fraud.
No permissive or mandatory withdrawal rules. Pro- Mandatory withdrawal if the attorney’s services are
posed rules provide for mandatory withdrawal or used in a crime or fraud, otherwise the attorney is
written notification of withdrawal to the CLO.
permitted to withdraw.
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counsel to notify the SEC of the withdrawal from representation of a company or alternatively, notify the
CLO of counsel’s withdrawal from representation of
a company.
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